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NB MELITA

£19,950.00

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Berth 3

Length

Style Cruiser

NB  Melita 30ft /9.15m                                                 BSS to September 2026

HULL:

Built in 1985 by Delph Marine this cruiser sterned little boat has a good sized rear deck for her
size. She was repainted by Dave Bishop in 2012 in sage green with dark green, red hand rails
and cream coach lines. She was last surveyed in July 2021.
Height to Cabin Centre 6.16ft” (1.88m)

FIT OUT:

She is lined with pine tongue and groove and has a white painted ceiling with dark wood strips,
her floor is laid to carpet tiles.

SALOON (13.4ft/4.1m):

Entrance is down a number of steps from the rear deck, some being in the rear deck and others
continue through the door. The rear door is a stable type. There is one open space divided in to
several areas the first as you enter is the bathroom enclosed by a door. The remainder is laid to
an L shaped dinette (Which converts to a double) with free standing table, and large open
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shelves on the bulkhead behind. A galley kitchen and a single dinette.

The galley comprises of a half size oven with 2 burner hob, a 12v Shoreline fridge, with worktop
over and open storage shelves above and a stainless steel sink with drainer.

There is a Morco gas hot water boiler for hot water and a gas heater for warmth in the cabin.
There is a full height wardrobe at the end of the galley before the doors to the bow. Opposite is
the single dinette with small table which also converts to a single bed.

BATHROOM (3.6ft/1.1m):

The bathroom consists of an open shower, a Porta Potti toilet, a lift up sink with mirror above.
The wall are lined with linoleum while the floor is in a vinyl speck. Light and ventilation are
provided by a good sized window.

ENGINE & ELECTRICS (Rear deck 5.5ft/1.7m)

Under the rear deck is a BUKH DV10 engine 10HP. She was last serviced in June 2021
She has 1 starter and 1 domestic battery with a landline connection and a galvanic isolator and
she has a battery charger(25amp).

Hot water is provided by a gas Morco on demand water heater and there is a cabin gas heater.
There is an Eberspaecher diesel fired warm air heater but this is declared as NOT working.

OTHER EQUIPMENT:

1 x 13kg gas, mooring equipment, Mains tubular heater.

 

Category: Sold

https://braunstonmarina.co.uk/product-category/sold/
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

30ft /9.15m  Cruiser Style 1985
Hull & F/O by Delph Marine
3 Berth

Gas heater

£19,950

GALLERY IMAGES
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